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Hustle Harder, Hustle Smarter Simon and Schuster
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER For the first time, Curtis “50
Cent” Jackson opens up about his amazing comeback—from tragic
personal loss to thriving businessman and cable’s highest-paid
executive—in this unique self-help guide, his first since his blockbuster
New York Times bestseller The 50th Law. In his early twenties Curtis
Jackson, known as 50 Cent rose to the heights of fame and power in the
cutthroat music business. A decade ago the multi-platinum selling rap
artist decided to pivot. His ability to adapt to change was demonstrated
when he became the executive producer and star of Power, a high-
octane, gripping crime drama centered around a drug kingpin’s
family. The series quickly became “appointment” television, leading
to Jackson inking a four-year, $150 million contract with the Starz
network—the most lucrative deal in premium cable history. Now, in
his most personal book, Jackson shakes up the self-help category with
his unique, cutting-edge lessons and hard-earned advice on embracing
change. Where The 50th Law tells readers “fear nothing and you
shall succeed,” Hustle Harder, Hustle Smarter builds on this message,
combining it with Jackson’s street smarts and hard-learned corporate
savvy to help readers successfully achieve their own comeback—and to
learn to flow with the changes that disrupt their own lives.
Constable
Goines' classic novel of prison life, it has been called "one of the most revealing
books ever written about prison life and the bigotry built into our system."
Lost Interviews with the Pimp - Book Two Simon and
Schuster
David clawed his way out of the streets; he did
whatever it took to get to the top, but he didn't
know it could cost him his life.

Whoreson St. Martin's Griffin
When the Grand Design is finally revealed it will spell the last
ride for Mr. Armed and Brokenhearted. In this final installment of
the widely popular “Animal” series, we find our anti-hero on a
hunt for the woman who forced him to pick his guns back up
when she burned his entire world down. The traitorous, Red
Sonja. She alone holds the key to saving his children and
avenging his murdered wife, Gucci, but first he has to find her.
To do this, Animal reassembles his old gang: The Dog Pound for
what will prove to be their most dangerous mission yet. The
stakes are higher than ever and not everyone is expected to
make it, but the members of the Pound readily accept the task
and the risks that come with it. With his old friends, and a few
new ones, Animal is on the hunt for his elusive prey. Then the
unthinkable happens and there is an earth-shattering discovery
that will change everything, including loyalties. Meanwhile, the
Black Lotus finds herself a prisoner in a place she had once

called home. Having been branded a traitor by the Brotherhood of
Blood, she is remanded to the mountain fortress while awaiting
trial for the crimes she stands accused of. Unbeknownst to her,
there are some within the Brotherhood who would rather see her
dead than exonerated. Kahllah has unearthed a dark conspiracy
which could clear her name, but at the cost of destroying the
Brotherhood of Blood, which makes her a threat to the
conspirators and a moving target. The hunter finds herself the
hunted and her only chance of surviving the mountain will be to
place her fate in the hands of an unlikely champion. The table is
set finally set and the meal served. Pull up a chair, because this
will be the “Last Supper.”#TeamAnimal
White Man's Justice, Black Man's Grief Holloway House
Publishing
"The streets run red with blood when war breaks out between
Blacks and Chicanos."--Cover.
The Dopefiend: Kensington Books
Part 2 of the Dopeman's Trilogy, JaQuavis Coleman chillingly chronicles the
life and crimes of Harlem resident Hazel Brown, as she rises to the highest
highs and spirals into an inevitable, devastating downfall. Hazel has nothing
and no one in her life; the only thing she "owns" is an insatiable addiction to
heroin. Her addiction brings her to the slums, where she quickly learns the
tricks of surviving—of hustling and getting her street smarts. She'll do
anything to feed her habit, even if that means robbing and conning and
selling her own body. Yet no matter how much heroin she does, the pain
that's cut so deep within her never goes away in this story so intimate and
compellingly written, you'll feel like you're walking in her shoes.
Shetani's Sister Rowman & Littlefield
“[In Pimp], Iceberg Slim breaks down some of the coldest, capitalist
concepts I’ve ever heard in my life.” —Dave Chappelle, from his
Nextflix special The Bird Revelation Pimp sent shockwaves
throughout the literary world when it published in 1969. Iceberg
Slim’s autobiographical novel offered readers a never-before-seen
account of the sex trade, and an unforgettable look at the mores of
Chicago’s street life during the 1940s, 50s, and 60s. In the preface,
Slim says it best, “In this book, I will take you, the reader, with me into
the secret inner world of the pimp.” An immersive experience unlike
anything before it, Pimp would go on to sell millions of copies, with
translations throughout the world. And it would have a profound
impact upon generations of writers, entertainers, and filmmakers,
making it the classic hustler’s tale that never seems to go out of style.
My First Little Book of Intersectional Activism Urban Books
The gripping story of Whoreson James, the son of a beautiful
black prostitute and an unknown john. Corrupted by the violent
Ghetto world, at the age of sixteen he is a fully fledged pimp: cold
blooded and ruthless. A startling insight into the mean streets of
the tough inner city by America's number one author of the genre.
Never Die Alone Holloway House Publishing
"... A gutsy account of an Inner City gold-hatted, high-bouncing
lover... He's known as Earl the Black Pearl, and he's up from the ghetto
- way up. He views the streets from his fashionable penthouse with its
wall-to-wall silk suits and women. He's everybody's mellow fellow, a
big spender, the toast of the inner city. He's as cool and sharp as an ice
crystal."--Lower wrapper.
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Haunted Las Vegas HarperCollins
A pimp's struggle to survive in Detroit's world of sudden violence and
brutal sex.
Low Road Urban Books
To Philadelphia Phillies fans, he was the soundtrack of summer. To
millions of football fans across America, he was the ''Voice of the
NFL.'' And as open and giving as Harry Kalas was throughout his
professional and personal life, there are countless layers of the man that
have remained unknown . . . until now. Author Randy Miller
interviewed more than 160 people-including all of Harry's surviving
family, many of his close friends from childhood to present, numerous
colleagues from baseball and the NFL, and even Harry's longtime
personal psychologist-to craft a loving and shockingly honest portrayal
of one of the most celebrated broadcasters in the history of sports. With
incredible details from all phases of his life-from his upbringing in the
Chicago suburbs, to his Hall of Fame broadcasting career in baseball,
to his ubiquitous voiceover work with the NFL, to his personal vices
for drinking and women, to his legendary friendship with Richie
''Whitey'' Ashburn, to his ongoing feud with on-air partner Chris
Wheeler-Harry the K: The Remarkable Life of Harry Kalas will
surprise, delight, and enlighten all fans of the man they called ''Harry
the K.''
Swamp Man Kensington Books
Includes special preview of Kenyatta's last hit.
Famous Phantoms, Creepy Casinos, and Gambling Ghosts
Whoreson
With the help of football star Elliot Stone, Kenyatta concentrates
his army's forces on ridding the black community of rampant drug
traffic.
The Story of a Ghetto Pimp Holloway House Publishing
You thought The Cartel was over, but Diamonds are forever. . . . The
Diamond family has survived murder, deceit, and betrayal. Through it all,
they're still standing tall, and a new era has begun. After surviving a failed
attempt on her life, Breeze has moved into the queen's position by Zyir's side.
Zyir has taken over the empire and locked down Miami's streets. He has the
world in his palms, but there is always new blood ready to overthrow the
throne. Young Carter has retired and moved away from the madness—that is,
until he gets an unexpected visitor at his home. This person shakes up the
whole family, causing chaos that threatens to bring down the Cartel for good.
New York Times bestselling authors Ashley and JaQuavis deliver the highly
anticipated fourth installment of the wildly popular Cartel series.
Kenyatta's Last Hit Urban Books
After a heist on a freight train leads to murder, Johnny and his friends
go to work for kingpin Duke Davis, but when Duke recruits Johnny's
little sister Leslie for prostitution and later kills her, Johnny seeks
revenge.
Kenyatta's Escape Simon and Schuster
The pimp has reached nearly mythical status. We are fascinated by the
question of how a guy from the ghetto with no startup capital and no
credit -- nothing but the words out of his mouth -- comes not only to
have a stable of sexy women who consider him "their man," but to
drive a Rolls, sport diamonds, and wear custom suits and alligator
shoes from Italy. His secret is to follow the "unwritten rules of the
game" -- a set of regulations handed down orally from older, wiser
macks -- which give him superhuman powers of charm, psychological
manipulation, and persuasion. In Pimpology,star of the documentaries
Pimps Up, Ho's Downand American Pimp and Annual Players Ball
Mack of the Year winner Ken Ivy pulls a square's coat on the unwritten
rules that took him from the ghetto streets to the executive suites. Ken's
lessons will serve any person in any interaction: Whether at work, in
relationships, or among friends, somebody's got to be on top. To be the
one with the upper hand, you've got to have good game, and good
game starts with knowing the rules. If you want the money, power, and
respect you dream of, you can't just "pimp your ride," you need to
pimp your whole life. And unless you've seen Ray Charles leading
Stevie Wonder somewhere, you need Ken's guidelines to do it. They'll
reach out and touch you like AT&T and bring good things to life like

GE. Then you can be the boss with the hot sauce who gets it all like
Monty Hall
Dutch Holloway House Publishing
Whoreson Jones is the son of a beautiful black prostitute and an
unknown white john. As a child, he's looked after by his
neighbourhood's imposing matriarch, Big Mama, while his mother
works the streets. At the age of 12, his street education begins when a
man named Fast Black schools him in trickology. By 13, Whoreson is
a cardsharp. At the age of 16 his childhood comes to an abrupt end
when he becomes a fully-fledged pimp: cold-blooded and ruthless. As
he battles to understand his world, he must learn to live up to his
mother's words, 'First be a man, then be a pimp'.
A Novel Vintage Crime/Black Lizard
WhoresonKensington Books
Street Dreams Kensington Books
Anari is the epitome of a good-girl-turned-bad after her world is brutally
destroyed. Consumed with her desire for revenge, she and her best friend
Monica enter a life of drugs, fast money and betrayal - adopting the lifestyle
that pushed them into the game in the first place. Hiding their true identities
they quickly rise to the top of New Jersey's dope game. Using everyone who
crosses their paths, nothing - not betrayal or addiction - will stop them from
dispensing their street justice.
Whoreson Holloway House Classics
The book Rosebudd the American Pimp is about the choices one has to make
in order to go to the highest plateau in that lifestyle. Rosebudd did all that
was in his power to become a legend. His day to day activities and mental
savvy and toughness is displayed throughout the book. His book is not a
book on how to become a pimp, but rather a book on how not to be a brutal,
uncaring person and still receive the rewards of being one of the best pimps
there ever was. In his book he has listed the 27 rules to becoming a master at
this game. If you pick this book up, you will not put it down until you are
completed. You must be cautious with this material, because you will be
handling dope.
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